
ANNOTATION OF THE HUMAN GENOME ASSEMBLY [ NCBI hg17, Build 35, May 2004 ]
Since the publication of the initial draft of the human genome se-

quence [1, 2], the quality of the sequence as well as the accuracy of
the annotations have improved [3]. This figure provides a snapshot of
the current annotation features mapped on the NCBI’s hg17 (Build 35,
May 2004) assembly version of the human genome, summarizing the
completion status of both, the sequence and the annotated features.
This whole genome map also pinpoints the complexity intrinsic to the
vertebrate genomes, which is represented by the variability found at
different levels: the nucleotide sequence (exemplified by the G+C con-
tent and repeats distribution); the gene density (including transcripts,
pseudogenes, and expressed sequence tags—ESTs); the variability
of the genic structures (from lengths to their exonic structure and their
functional classification); and, finally, the intra-specific variability (rep-
resented by the single nucleotide polymorphisms—SNPs).

Each of the 25 human chromosomes (1 to 22, X and Y, plus
the mitochondrion circular chromosome), has been drawn separately
as a single track on this figure. Each chromosome track is divided
into three areas: forward-strand transcripts, sequence analysis, and
reverse-strand transcripts (from top to bottom, respectively). The
genome sequence is displayed on a nucleotide scale of approximately
600 kbp/cm. The background of the chromosome tracks shows an ap-
proximate correspondence of the chromosome cytogenetic map [4].
The centromere is depicted as a blue line crossing the annotation tiers
and its position is approximated by the transition from p to q arms
along the chromosome sequences.

Genes are adjacent to the sequence analysis tiers. They are color-
coded by the algorithm used to define the transcript structure (see
figure key) and are given a minimum length of 1 kbp for display pur-
poses. The structure of transcripts with two or more exons is dis-

played in one of two expanded transcript tiers at 120 kbp/cm (5x)
resolution above or below the genes, for forward- and reverse-strand
transcripts, respectively. Untranslated (UTR) and coding (CDS) exons
are depicted as grey and black boxes respectively, intronic regions
are color-coded for transcripts assigned to 14 Gene Ontology [GO,
5] functional categories. Single-exon transcripts are color-coded by
GO classification and are displayed in a tier between the unexpanded
transcripts and the pseudogenes tiers. Three different transcript sets
were downloaded from the UCSC GENOME BROWSER [6]: Known
(protein coding genes based on proteins from SWISS-PROT, TrEMBL,
and TrEMBL-NEW and their corresponding mRNAs from GenBank),
RefSeq [7] and Ensembl [8] genes. From a merged set of 97796 tran-
scripts (39368 Known, 24847 RefSeq and 33581 Ensembl), a final
set of 25201 transcripts (20094, 978 and 4129 respectively) was fil-
tered out to be included in this whole genome map. Gene symbols
are shown for the genes on expanded tiers larger than 45 kbp; how-
ever, few overlapping labels were removed by hand in order to improve
readability. HUGO gene symbols [9] were used when possible; sym-
bols starting with NM correspond to RefSeq annotated genes, while
those starting with ET are referring to Ensembl transcript identifiers (in
this case, ET stands for ENST00000). Just below genes track, there
is a pseudogenes track in which the current pseudogenes annotations
were summarized from two different sources: VEGA [10] (4451 pseu-
dogenes, only for chromosomes 14, 20 and 22) and the YALE Pseudo-
gene Database [11] (7360 pseudogenes). From 11811 pseudogenes,
9693 were filtered out and are drawn as brown ellipses and, for those
still retaining introns, the corresponding exons are shown in black.

The next tier shows the projections, depicted as green boxes, along
the sequence of the alignments available from the UCSC database for

all the human EST sequences to date. The last stranded feature cor-
responds to a gradient, from white to blue, representing the density of
repetitive elements, computed on a running window of length 25 kbp
(percent of nucleotides annotated as repeats within that window). The
repeats retrieved from the UCSC GENOME BROWSER were produced
by RepeatMasker [12] at the -s sensitive setting.

The middle section of the chromosome tracks consists of three se-
quence analyses: G+C content, CpG Islands and SNP density. G+C
content and SNP density, calculated on running windows of 25 and
100 kbp respectively, are depicted as color gradients, ranging from
purple/dark blue to red (for minimum to maximum scores respectively).
The natural log of the SNP density is used to color-code the SNP den-
sity analysis tier. The gradient scales for the repeats density, for the
G+C content and for the SNPs, are shown in the figure key. The
raw scores for each of those features were normalized to the whole
genome quantiles (in steps of 5%). A dark green box indicates the
position of CpG islands. Gaps along the sequence are shown in the
same track as CpG islands. Three different classes of gaps are il-
lustrated by boxes of different colors: gaps from large blocks of het-
erochromatin (brown); gaps between clones in the same map contig
(orange); and other gaps (red), including telomeric and centromeric
gaps, large gaps in the short p arm and gaps between map contigs.

Mitochondrial circular chromosome is quite small compared to the
rest of human chromosomes. To visualize its gene content, it required
a 375X larger scale. This chromosome has small single exon genes,
these exons were filled with the corresponding color codes for the gene
function (GO), instead of black which is used on all the rest of chromo-
somes. Sequence analysis tracks contain only EST projections, G+C
content and SNPs density.

Each chromosome figure was generated separately with gff2ps
[13], a genome annotation tool that converts annotation records in
General Feature Format [GFF, 14] to a PostScript output.
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